IN THE AGE OF SURVEILLANCE CAPITALISM
YOUR PERSONAL DATA GETS ABUSED

For Corporate Gains

For Political-Voter Surveillance

We offer a Solution!

For Government Control

THE FUTURE OF DAILY
ANONYMOUS TRANSACTIONS

HOW CLOAKCOIN WORKS

CloakCoin is an open-source cryptocurrency and worldwide payment system, launched in 2014. It is one of the first decentralized concepts in the crypto
market that addresses Bitcoin's inadequacy in offering true anonymity. In a simple, practical, economical and virtually instantaneous manner, CloakCoin
empowers people to financial freedom by using an algorithm that provides total privacy:
Enigma is an off-blockchain decentralized payment system that runs, along with CloakShield, on Cloak nodes to provide peer to peer mixing, encryption and
onion routing.
It allows CloakCoins to be sent anonymously while avoiding the need to 'trust' other nodes not to steal funds or leak sensitive information.

HOW ENIGMA WORKS
Network communications are protected by CloakShield, which
provides secure connections between nodes on the Cloak network,
using symmetric RSA encryption backed by an Elliptic Curve Diffie
Hellman key exchange (ECDH).

A private, secure and untraceable transaction system for CloakCoin
This network of nodes creates

Overview

Each mixer node helps ALICE

decentralized anonymization

by shuffling around the

similar to TOR Onion Routing.

transaction.

Enigma is at heart a decentralized, off-blockchain mixing service which allows

CloakCoin users have the ability to send untraceable transfers by
using Enigma, our decentralized anonymization engine. Onion routing
functionality, like that employed by the TOR network, allows nodes
to communicate indirectly and circumvent traffic analysis.
Enigma also provides an off-chain mixing service whereby the sender
elects a number of relay nodes to act as 'Cloakers' to onion-route the
transaction. Additionally, the amount of CloakCoin is randomly split
between different stealth addresses.
The total amount reaches its destination as multiple transactions,
each having been passed through the elected number of relay nodes,
one layer of encryption 'peeled' away at each hop.

users on the CloakCoin network to transmit Cloak privately and securely to each
other. It has been designed to ensure the mixing process is both secure and
untraceable to third-party observers.

Mixer nodes get rewarded

Example

for Cloaking ALICE’s transaction.

ALICE wants to send coins anonymously to BOB.

+ 0.0992 CLOAK
A linear fee from 0.2% (>1000 coins)

– 10.0992 CLOAK

The system works seamlessly to

to 1% (0 coins) is shared amongst

ensure complete anonymity and

all participating Cloakers.

total privacy.

(–10) CLOAK + (–0.0992) Enigma fee
= (–10.0992) CLOAK total

ALICE
ENIGMA mixer nodes begin communicating.

BOB then receives ALICE’s encrypted payment.
CATHERINE
Every coin holder can

Every participant remains

announce themselves as

anonymous and communicates

a Mixer Node, also known

through an encrypted channel.

as a “Cloaker”.

+10 CLOAK
BOB successfully receives
10 CLOAK anonymously

ALICE’s wallet is
now connected to mixer nodes.

BOB

WHY CLOAK IS BETTER
▪ Dedicated international Team and Community since 2014
▪ Based on Bitcoin Core
▪ Self-funded without pre-mine or ICO
▪ Auditable supply - No risk of hidden inflation
▪ Security Audit by NASDAQ-listed cybersecurity company Cognosec
▪ Fast transactions (60 seconds)
▪ Proof of Stake - No need for expensive, environmental unfriendly mining rigs
▪ Implemented routing system - Keeps identification of sender and receiver completely protected
▪ 6% yearly staking reward by holding Cloak in wallet – No need for masternodes
▪ Enigma off-chain mixing protocol - Guarantees completely private and untraceable transactions
▪ Enigma Challenge remains uncracked

CLOAK VS COMPETITORS

CLOAK

THE BENEFIT OF PROOF OF STAKE (POS)

51%

Proof of Work

Proof of Stake

The probability of mining a
block is dependent on how
much work is done by the
miner.

Cloaker can stake (mine)
depending on how many
CloakCoins are in the
wallet.

Payout becomes smaller and
smaller for Bitcoin miners there is less incentive to
avoid a 51% attack.

The PoS System makes
any 51% attack more
expensive.

Proof of Work has a
powerful mining community
- but tend to become
centralized over time.

Proof of Stake is more
decentralized, efficient
and secure.

51%

BANKING THE UNBANKED
CloakCoin's strategy is to secure a future where you can Be Your Own Bank!
It is extremely user-friendly and offers anybody with a computer or smartphone to safely participate in today’s digital currency
markets. Of the approximately 2 billion unbanked individuals globally, two-thirds already own a smartphone and are compelled to
use expensive money transfer solutions.
With CloakCoin this belongs to the past.
We provide the opportunity to transfer money worldwide, instantly and without the risk of unwanted third parties watching.
Pay with Cloak – not your Privacy!

USE CASES OF CLOAK
Enigma is CloakCoin’s private, secure and untraceable payment system, that forms
the basis of future development and provides the underlying transaction system for
the decentralized applications running on the CloakCoin network.

Through Enigma, we guarantee equality and interchangeability - also called
'fungibility' with a fully auditable supply.

In order to increase the availability of Cloak, we are constantly improving and working
towards wider adoption and the expansion of partnerships.

CONTACT US

CloakCoin Project
info@cloakcoin.com
@CloakProject
http://cloakcoin.com

LET‘S CHANGE
THE WORLD
TOGETHER!

